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Khiva. People gathered for 
the Friday prayer at the Said 
Niyoz Sholikorboy mosque



Landlocked in the dry heart of the Caucasus, suspended 
between the Russian and European spheres of influence, 
wary of the threats that might come from neighboring 
Afghanistan and firmly ruled by an autocrat, the ex-Soviet 
republic struggles to keep fair diplomatic relations with 
the surrounding countries (most of all with Russia) while 
trying to improve its economy, which relies heavily on 
tourism along the ancient Silk Road, with the impressive 
architectural heritage of Timur’s era.

But the most complex issue that the government has to deal 
with is Islam: in a Muslim-majority country, although 
under extremely tight control, religious extremism has 
already shown its face in more than one occasion.



Bukhara. A madrasah (Koranic 
school) on the Labi Khaus 
square at sunset



Khiva. A square in the old town



A sign on a road leaving Bukhara 
for the Ellikkala province
reads “Have a safe journey”



Khiva. A man copies a tile 
decoration in a madrasah (Koranic 
school) in the old town



Samarkand. Visitors in the Tillya-Kari 
golden mosque within the three-madrasah 
(Koranic school) complex on Registan square



People swimming in a canal in 
the outskirts of Bukhara



Samarkand. The three-madrasah (Koranic school) 
complex on Registan square at sunset



Tahtakarachah pass



Bukhara. The facade of the Poi-Gkalian 
mosque, built in 1514



Samarkand. Women at a 
bus station near the 
central Siyab market



Bukhara. Workers set the carpets for 
evening prayer in the court of the 
Poi-Gkalian mosque, built in 1514



Tashkent. People look for 
refreshment on a hot afternoon in 

a public fountain in the Hadra 
neighborhood. In the background, the 

permanent circus’ building



Khiva. People gathered for 
the Friday prayer at the Said 

Niyoz Sholikorboy mosque



Bukhara. People sitting at a café on 
the Labi Khaus square at sunset



Samarkand. Visitors in the 
three-madrasah (Koranic school) 

complex on Registan square



Samarkand. The court of the Bibi 
Khanum mosque (15th Century)



Samarkand. A man reading inside 
the three-madrasah (Koranic 
school) complex on Registan square



Samarkand. The outer facade of the 
Bibi Khanum mosque (15th Century)



Khiva. A view of the old town



Samarkand. The three-madrasah 
(Koranic school) complex on 
Registan square at sunset
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